WESTERN PROVINCE AEROBATICS - league 3

TMFC

Enthusiastic
entry
20 March

A great entry
“
of 11 pilots entered
round 3 at tmfc
”
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It was agreed
at pilots
briefing that
from now on
all league
events will
be over three
rounds, best
two to count
as per the
sporting code.

Once again, thanks to Michael
Borcherds for some fantastic
pictures.

Michael was first up in the
sportsman class and scored
a great first percentage with
Jacques right on his heels.
Roehanie struggled some
what flying his ‘stick’ but
once he gets the “Groovy”
going I am sure this class is
going to be very competitive.
Round two was also won by
Michael, but Jacques lost out
with a bad manoeuvre.
The wind had become over
30km at the end of the
sportsman second round so
we all agreed to just fly two
rounds, some not electing
to fly two. Just one and drop
the second round.
In the Advanced class
Jacques Botha finally got
his plane finished and joined
Cobus, Rory and Peter. Peter
showing loads of nerves and
lack of practice really did
battle. Jacques made great
progress from round one and

two but the class battle was
between Rory and Cobus.
Rory did score a couple of
zeros which left the door
open for Cobus to win the
class. Great scores Cobus.

and again, Martin for judging. The next event,
round 4 will be at HRF in May due to the
Power Nationals event in April.

And finally to the Masters
class. Rodney had damaged
his plane a couple of weeks
before so that only left
Stuart, Ernie, Neil and Ozzie.
Neil was the clear winner,
not even Stuart could match
his first round score. He did
slip-up on his second flight
but still took the class win.
Ernie managed to score a 60,
just for third ahead of Ozzie
who just needs to spend time
at the field with the Bip.
So a short event, some might
say the wind not too bad,
but at the end of the day we
all when home with planes
that will fly again. Thanks to
Martin and TMFC for the use
of there field, to Ludwig, Kas
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sportsman					
Michael
65.15 58.79 65.10 1
Jacques
64.09 51.52 64.09 2
Roehanie
26.36 33.33 33.33 3
ADVANCED
Cobus
Rory
Jacques
Peter
MASTERS
Neil
Stuart
Ernie
Ozzie

64.35
51.74
45.65
36.16
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28.91
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